
Duncan’s Professional Food Service Hand Safety Products

KCM - Commercial Stovetop/Microwave Oven Mitt
Our Stovetop Mitt is ideal for moving hot items around 
on the stovetop.Its slender profile is perfect for working 
within the confines of a microwave. Our non-slip grip 
surface makes putting on and taking off with one hand 
a breeze. Size 11"

KXL - Extra Long Elbow 
Length Oven Mitt
The Elbow Length Oven Mitt provides
protection from burns caused by
reaching into oversize ovens. This Mitt
will help to reduce forearm burns from
deep fryers. Size 22" 

KXXL - Super Long 
Shoulder Length Oven Mitt
The Shoulder Length Oven Mitt is
an Extreme Oven Mitt for
Extreme situations. Super long
length helps to safeguard the
entire arm from burns. Size 32"

KC7P - Mini Hot Pad
This general use hot pad is our most versatile product.When
not in use, the smaller size can be tucked into an apron or belt
loop for easy and quick access. No more dirty towels for the
Health Department to see. Size 7" x 7" 

KBS - Hot Pad with Slit
Duncan’s Hot pad with Slit has all the great features of the
Standard Hot Pad plus a convenient slit that remains on the
wrist when not in use. Size 10" x 10"

KBW - Hot Pad with Wrist Strap
This model of Hot Pad incorporates all the great features
and benefits of our other Hot Pads.Model KBW features a
wrist strap that can be color-coded for easier identification 
or for incorporation in your anti-cross contamination 

programs. Size 10" x 10"

KFP - Safer Serve Forearm Protector
Finally,protection for those servers brave enough to bring out multiple hot plates
up the forearm. The same great protection previously reserved for chefs is now
available to the front of house server. Size 8" in length–adjusts to fit any size 
forearm.

CMDR - Mitt Drying Rack
Our glove storage rack will hold up to eight 17" PFS Oven Mitts. This rack offers a
centralized,wall-mounted place for storage and quick drying of our oven mitts
after they are washed. Coating makes this rack very durable while protecting it
from the harsh kitchen environment. Wall mounting hardware included.

KC7X standard width / KC8X wide width
Commercial Extra Length Oven Mitt
Duncan’s Commercial X Length Oven Mitt is our
most popular product. It offers a great combination
of durability and economy. Its long length helps 
protect the forearm from painful oven burns. It’s
time to lose those scars. Size 17"

KCS - Safer Serve Fajita Skillet Handle Sleeve
Now you can help protect your clientele from the dangers of hot fajita panhandles.
These stylish,stain resistant covers can be imprinted with your company logo.
Minimum order required. Size 5.5" Long

KSFP - Safer Serve Finger Guard
The slim size of Duncan’s Finger Guard is designed for
the server on the run. Pocket-sized protection with a
non-slip grip helps to safely deliver hot plates to the table.
Size 4.5" x 4.5"

KTC – PFS Grips Chef’s Towel
Are you a chef looking for the added protection of
Duncan’s innovative material but just can’t get rid of
your side towel?  With our new chefs towel complete
with grip surface,you can now have the best of
both worlds when you need to grab that hot pan 
with confidence. We’ve combined a 25”x16”superior
quality terrycloth side towel with our special 6”x16”
hot pad included at one end. So go ahead and keep
your towel and stay protected at the same time.
(This item is machine washable and 
not dishwasher safe)

KMLB - Major League Hot Pad with Finger
Guard and Wrist Strap
The Ultimate Hot Pad is finally here!  This is
21st Century protection designed in the shape
of your hand. Our Finger Guard Pocket pre-
vents burns to fingertips.Double thick con-
struction provides extra thermal protection
while adding soft cushion relief
for your hands.
Size 10.5" x 11.5"

KBWA - Angled Hot Pad with Wrist Strap
A Duncan Innovation. This Hot Pad is designed with
an angle that allows for full use of the diagonal width.
This model is suited for people with large hands. Wrist
Strap can also be color coded. Size 10" x 10"

KFS7X standard width / KFS8X wide width
Professional Food Service Extra Length Oven Mitt
The Professional Food Service line of Oven Mitts brings hand
safety protection to a whole new level. The revised stitching
pattern makes the PFS Mitt ideal for high meal preparation
volume. Size 17"

KC6P - Line Cook Hot Pad
The Line Cook Hot Pad is specifically designed to replace 
towels on the cooking line. Sauté panhandles fit in a specially
designed locking channel. Size 6" x 6"

KSC - Special Contact Cover Mitt
The Special Contact Cover Mitt is designed to fit
over all of Duncan’s Oven Mitts and affords
additional protection in high heat situations.
Size 11"

KCPM - Puppet Style Mitt
Duncan Industries now brings the 
convenience of a puppet style mitt to your 
kitchen. This Oven Mitt is ideal for removing
sheet pans from the oven. Size 17"

KBP - Standard Hot Pad
The Standard Hot Pad is the perfect substitute for fabric hot
pads or towels. Our revolutionary material is virtually stain
proof and water repellant, leaving bacteria with few places 
to hide and multiply. Size 10" x 10" 

KC7G standard width / KC8G wide width
Oven Mitt with Gusset
Protection in the kitchen is enhanced like never
before with the new standard in oven mitts.
The PFS Oven Mitt with Gusset is our most durable
model and is best suited for extreme kitchens.
Size 17"

KC3F - 3 Finger Super Grip Oven Mitt
You can now use kitchen utensils in hot environments 
with ease. Our three-finger design maximizes control 
by combining extra dexterity with our superior 
non-slip grip textured material. Size 17"

Other Exciting Products from Duncan Industries

KFSM-Professional Food Service Stovetop/Microwave Oven Mitt
Now you can get the same durability as our 17" PFS 
Oven Mitt in an 11" length. Our slender design is 
perfect for maneuvering in tight spaces and makes
grasping panhandles effortless. Size 11"

All Oven Mitts & Wrist Straps are available in six colors
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KSS7 - Safer Serve Hot Pad with Thumb Loop
Our Hot Pad with Thumb Loop provides protection to the palm with a handy
thumb loop that helps lock the Pad 
to your hand. Non-slip textured grip 
surface gives maximum control 
while moving through a crowded 
restaurant. Size 7" x 7" 


